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The Basic Solution and its Linear Stability
The nontrivial basic solution of the above problem that corresponds to the special case of a steady, planar deflagration is given by
The problem governing its linear stability may be formulated, prior to introducing any further approximations, in a standard fashion by introducing per-
The stability problem obtained when
Eqs.
(1) -(10) are linearized about the basic solution (11) is then given in terms of these variables
}-bY au
{11,_ oo=_-.3e" - (14) and the boundary/boundedness conditions at z = 4-00 are given by ¢ = e i_t+ik_=+_k2v and
Here, k = (k_ + k2_)'/2 is the overall disturbance wavenumber and the quantities p, q, r, s are defined respectfully as 2p
into the interface conditions (16) -(21) and using Eq. (12) for z < 0 yields eleven conditions for the ten coefficients bz -bzo and the complex frequency
In particular, these conditions are given by 
2p*p*P [1 + ki(p*7 + 2#*P + 2p*P)]
where P -Pri and R(k/) = (1 + 4#*2p2k_) '/_. Matching these solutions to one another then leads to the composite stability boundary
2p*p*P [1 + ek(p*7 + 2p*P + 2p*P)]
as shown in Fig.  1 Considering the pulsating stability boundary in the limit Ao = 0, which is obtained by seeking solutions of the dispersion relation for which only the real part of iw vanishes, it was determined°that the corresponding expressions in the inner and outer wavenumber regions are given by
respectively. In this case, it is clear that the outer solution is, in fact, the composite solution, which lies below the cellular boundaries and recedes to negative values of Ap that are larger in magnitude than O(e) as k becomes large (Fig. 2) . Clearly, this stability boundary is more sensitive to the stabilizing effects of the liquid viscosity parameter P than is the cellular boundary, having a leading-order stabilizing effect for O(1) wavenumber disturbances in this case. In the limit P --* 0, the pulsating boundary collapses to the straight line A_ = -p* (i.e., Figs. 1 and 2), but even in that limit, there is a region of stability corresponding to values of A_ greater than -p* and less than the minimum in the cellular boundary, which is greater than -p*/2. However, if one now considers the effects of a nonzero temperature sensitivity in the inviscid limit P = 0, then, for Ae ,-_ O(el/4), the pulsating boundary possesses a turning point such that the stability region disappears for sufficiently small wavenumber perturbations.
A_ = -I in
7 This is illustrated in Fig. 3 
where 
where Eq. (51) 
where a = 4A_4/p *. In the limit k --* c_, it is clear that that are two solutions of Eq. (54) given by $ = 0 (i.e., A; = -p*/2) and b ,_ -l+2(l+2Pk) 1/_ (i.e., A_/p* ,,_ -(1 + 2Pk) W2. Thus, the pulsating boundary is clearly multi-valued, as in the inviscid case (Fig. 3) , with one branch approaching the cellular boundary and the other branch approaching the pulsating boundary for Aa = 0 (Fig. 2) 
which is clearly seen to collapse to the previous inviscid result 7 in the limit P _ 0. 
Conclus.ion
The present work further extends our recent for- 
